Video is a proven tool to better educate, train, connect and protect organizations everywhere.

VALT is an innovative software solution that empowers users to create and manage their own video database. This powerful tool helps organizations increase the use of video to improve the effectiveness of a wide variety of programs. ROAM: Portable is a portable version of VALT utilizing wireless cameras with a rechargeable battery pack and a VALT client/server combo running on a laptop form factor. ROAM: Portable is designed to offer rapid deployment and portability for capturing simulated events, interviews, training, or assessments in a variety of environments.

**Includes**

- Laptop
- VALT Software
- 1080p wireless camera(s) with integrated microphones
- Battery pack(s) for camera(s)
- Carrying Case
- Camera Mount(s)

**Laptop Specifications**

- 2TB of storage (SSD)
- Core i7 CPU
- 16GB RAM